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Goal: 
Continuous interaction with potential customers of GAIA-X compliant 
infrastructure (e.g. Interconnection, Cloud...) service providers, in order to 

validate the minimum viable offer and subsequent evolutions able to 
foster and sustain GAIA-X multi-provider (i.e. service composition) model 
traction and adoption. 

“Operationalize compliant Gaia-X Infrastructure and enable data- and 
infrastructure ecosystems on existing European Cloud Service and 
Infrastructure Provider (CSP) Offerings. “

“Lighthouse Gaia-X CSP provides the technical realisation but should also 
address the operational and commercial model which allows multiple 
operators to provide service in a decentralized model as defined in the 
Gaia-X Architecture Document. “

STRUCTURA-X 
INVITATION TO JOIN LIGHTHOUSE PROJECT



REQUIRED CHARACTERISTICS FOR 
OPERATIONALISATION

KEY ATTRIBUTES OF A DECENTRALIZED DATA ECONOMY

● Trustworthy (operational)

● Interoperable (operational)

● Scalable (operational)

● Automated (operational)

● Resilient: like the internet, should continue to work even with partial outages. 

Self-healing. (operational)

● End-to-End Secure: respects human dignity and privacy (operational)

● Privacy-enabling: ensures equal opportunity for all (operational)

● Sustainable: in line with EU Green Deal ambitions (operational, commercial)

● Regulatory compliant: GDPR, AML/KYC, embargoes (operational, governance)

● Commercially viable: model required to be viable, rewarding each participant 

(commercial)

● Neutral: allowing for a level playing field among all actors (governance)



FROM CENTRALIZED TO PEER-TO-PEER
What solar panels did for the energy industry, we do for Internet capacity...

… making cloud decentralized and ready to run on the edge.

POWER PLANT DATACENTER3NODESOLAR PANEL



OPERATIONAL MODEL



“BY DESIGN”

- Automated
- <> “By policy”
- No room for interpretation
- Open-source: gives best transparency, collaborative
- In a federated setup, gives the least room for discussion + ensures a Level Playing Field 
- Solve at the lowest possible level = close to the hardware

⇒ no loopholes



ZERO OS

EFFICIENT UTILIZATION OF HARDWARE

Efficient and scalable operating system that eliminates multiple layers of complexity 
and delivers compute and storage capacity everywhere, much closer to the source of 
the hardware. Its lightweight architecture makes it cost and energy efficient. 

SMART CONTRACT FOR IT / ‘ZERO PEOPLE’

AUTONOMOUS IT - SELF-DRIVING / HEALING SOFTWARE

Removing the human requirement for deploying and operating IT infrastructure and 
services.  Self healing IT.

KEY ELEMENTS FOR OPERATIONALISATION

TFCHAIN / ‘ZERO CHAIN’

DECENTRALIZED CONSENSUS
BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM

More Scalable, Private Blockchain Technology

Scale & Security 



ZERO-OS 
– efficient, green & secure
Zero-OS is an autonomous and 
lightweight, Linux-based, decentralised 
operating system that supports the 
peer-to-peer Internet and the deployment 
of infinitely scalable digital workloads with 
unparalleled security and efficiency. 

Built from scratch, it has no remote shell or 
login and extremely small footprint, and 
ensures that hosted workloads are secured 
from administrative exploits and errors.  

Zero-OS offers a complete set of primitives 
capable of hosting any digital workload 
through virtual machines or containers, as 
well as a highly compatible yet cutting edge 
storage solution with minimal migration.



PEER2PEER COMPUTE

➔ Unique Internally 
Developed Operating 
System

➔ Zero Attack Surface
➔ Most Secure & Efficient 

Utilization of Server 
Hardware

DISRUPTIVE STORAGE, COMPUTE & NETWORK TECHNOLOGY

SECURITY AND PRIVACY BY DESIGN

PEER2PEER NETWORK

➔ P2P end2end encrypted 

overlay
➔ Network with integrated name 

services on blockchain
➔ Planet Global IP
➔ Strongly Authenticated

QUANTUM SAFE STORAGE

➔ Intelligent distributing of 
storage over different 
storage devices 

➔ +10x more efficient
➔ Store Zetta Bytes of data
➔ Not even a quantum 

computer can not break it
➔ Unbreakable Storage

Protected by 
Smart Contract

 for IT



have a “digital twin” 
online with built in 
knowledge to deal 
with your digital 
currencies & 
managing personal 
information and 
data.

USERS GROUPS & ORGANIZATIONS

Multi-Signatures 
can be used by 
groups or 
organizations for 
consensus before 
a workload can 
be deployed.

IT EXPERTS &DEVELOPERS

Creates 
“Knowledge” 
(Code-Recipes) to 
deploy & operate IT 
workloads 
(containers, K8S 
clusters, backup, …)

Continuously looks at Blockchain to; a) find requests and execute them b) check 
signatures to validate request c) deploy request in their hardware.

THREEFOLD GRID

BLOCKCHAIN INFRA
Allows all types of workload 
deployments to be digitally 
registered.

CSP A CSP B CSP C

SMART CONTRACT FOR IT

SCALABLE AND INTEROPERABLE BY DESIGN

Protected by 
Smart Contract

 for IT

Smart Contract
 for IT



TFCHAIN

- = a Parity Substrate based blockchain infrastructure
- Self-description register
- Register of all ‘contracts’ for workload reservation 
- Enables automated deployment as ‘Smart Contract for IT’
- ‘Digital Twin’ link DID public info on blockchain to private data vault over IPv6*

*did method in research phase : 
https://github.com/threefoldtech/did_research/blob/did-method-twin/did-method/did:twin-method.md 

https://github.com/threefoldtech/did_research/blob/did-method-twin/did-method/did:twin-method.md


CHANGE REQUEST
VOTING 

DEPLOY
CO-OWNED 
SOLUTION

PREPARATION STEP

TERRAFORM RECIPE + 
SIGNATURE + BILLING ACCOUNT

IT SMART CONTRACT DEPLOYMENT
Secure Verified Multi-signed Authenticated

Human/Machine Consensus

SMART CONTRACT LAYER

TFGRID BLOCKCHAIN

P2P channels

Is for our v3.x series.

Verify
Signatures
Origin, ...

Monitoring Info
Progress Report

COMPUTE

IT WORKLOADS ...

3-Node

CORE-0

Zero-OS

STORAGE

NETWORK

S3



COMMERCIAL MODEL



COMMERCIAL MODEL

- = a choice, not an exact science !
- Using digital currencies

- Advantages : 
- Flexibility
- Fully in line with mindset of decentralisation / DAO 
- Easiest integration of payment into a complex multiparty ecosystem

- DID / VC / trust framework
- Representing the value of an ecosystem

- Challenge: 
- Creating fair and effective tokenomics requires time and effort

- Utility token
- TFT is utility token of ThreeFold Grid, open to discuss alternatives

*did method in research phase : 
https://github.com/threefoldtech/did_research/blob/did-method-twin/did-method/did:twin-method.md 

https://github.com/threefoldtech/did_research/blob/did-method-twin/did-method/did:twin-method.md


A TOKEN BACKED BY THE CONTINUOUS 
GROWTH OF THE THREEFOLD GRID

TFT is a Utility Token to allow
 

- farmers to generate internet capacity 
- developers to purchase  and use internet capacity 

Internet capacity = network (traffic, IP), compute (CPU, memory) 
and storage capacity (SSD, HDD).

A
A farmer adds 

capacity to the Grid 

and earns TFT.

TFT get generated 

(created)

month by month

B
The TF Grid grows 

larger in size and 

value.

TFT value increases 

to compensate for 

more capacity 

available.

C
Developers 

purchase 

TFT.

Developer 

stakes TFT 

for discount.

D
Developers use the 

TFT  to buy Internet 

Capacity.

35% TFT get burned, 

as grid gets used, more 

TFT burned (removed) 

compared to created.

.

TFT is generated  only when farmers/CSPs 
add capacity to the ThreeFold Grid.  As the 
ThreeFold Grid is expanding in size, the 
demand  for TFT increases proportionately. PROOF OF CAPACITY CAPACITY UTILISATION



Proof of Capacity allows farmers/CSPs to earn monthly reward according to their contribution. 

Farming = the act of providing cloud capacity to the network and making it available. 

All is registered on the TFChain blockchain/immutable ledger. 

The Proof-of-Capacity algorythm records four different types of capacity:
- Compute Capacity (CPU)

- Memory Capacity (RAM)

- Storage Capacity (SSD/HDD)

- Network Capacity (Bandwidth, IP Addresses)

Earnings are paid out monthly, this allows to check for service availability throughout the month (ex. > 95%)

Benefits:
● Energy efficiency: farming TFT is a 3x Carbon Negative operation (offset in minting process).

● Lower barriers to entry with reduced hardware requirements

● Decentralized: allows anyone to connect a 3Node to the network. ThreeFold Grid runs as a DAO.

● Makes it really easy to run a node. It doesn’t require huge investments in hardware or energy and everyone earns a fair reward for 

their contribution. It is more decentralized, allowing for increased participation.

Process

1. A farmer boots hardware with Zero-OS (multiple boot methods available)

2. Zero-OS reports used IT capacity towards TFChain (“heartbeat counting”)

3. At end of month, TFChain will calculate rewards as required for the farmer

4. TFChain will mint the required tokens and send them to wallet of the farmer.

Sustainability built into commercial model: 3x carbon credits offset

PROOF OF CAPACITY

https://library.threefold.me/info/threefold#/tfgrid/farming/threefold__threefold_token
https://library.threefold.me/info/threefold#/tfgrid/farming/threefold__carbon_double_win
https://library.threefold.me/info/threefold#/tfgrid/farming/threefold__3node
https://library.threefold.me/info/threefold#/tfgrid/farming/threefold__threefold_grid
https://library.threefold.me/info/threefold#/tfgrid/farming/threefold__dao


- Hourly payment of TFT
- Discounts possible if user holds enough TFT to cover for a longer period

35% Burning

20-30% Channel

15% Staking Pool 
      + Foundation/DAO

Secure The Network (staking pool, 5%)
Working of Threefold Foundation / DAO (10%)

Burn more tokens compared to creation.

Reward channel for sales...

CAPACITY UTILIZATION

20-30% Solution Providers
Reward for people creating 

solutions on top of TFGrid



REGULATORY COMPLIANCE



REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

GDPR

● Keep data with the rightful data owner

● Secured by his own private keys

● Data owner shares with the ones he consents to share with

● CSPs can’t hack into the private data (data is split up)

● <> ‘Surveillance capitalism’ models 

KYC - AML/CTF

● Rules that define who you can do business with 

○ Exclude blacklisted countries

○ Exclude terrorist organisations

○ Embargoes 

● Is very complicated and cumbersome in a multi-provider and multi-user setup

○ Point-to-point trust doesn’t work

● Solution using a VC (fits in Trust Framework) *

● Can also be used for locality of the provider and VAT regulation

* planned



Classic KYC process
Process and drawbacks (source: ESSIF)

Bad user experience
Costly for relying parties
Privacy 



Classic KYC process
Drawbacks of identity handling today

Establishing a classic 

point-to-point trust process is not 

realistic for renting IT capacity, as 

one person rents capacity and 

choice about the best 

infrastructure is done by IT 

systems.



SSI process

Public  Blockchain
Government or other authority (university, 
Gaia-X labeling, KYC provider (acting on behalf 
of), ...)

You (individual, company)

KYC provider



DECENTRALISED KYC USING DID/VC 
(Self-description and Trust Framework)

Usable in Hardware Capacity Reservation process *

* planned



GOVERNANCE MODEL



Validators secure the complete 
ThreeFold Grid, 100 independent 
nodes form a DAO.

Supernodes are placed inside 
datacenter or other strategic locations

Smaller nodes are distributed and 
linked to multiple of close by 
Supernodes, essentially creating  
a large peer-to-peer grid of 
decentralized storage and 
compute capacity.

THREEFOLD L2 VALIDATORS
SECURING THE NETWORK OF HARDWARE CAPACITY

SUPERNODE

SUPERNODE

SUPERNODE

THREEFOLD
L2 VALIDATOR

THREEFOLD
L2 VALIDATOR

THREEFOLD
L2 VALIDATOR THREEFOLD

L2 VALIDATOR

THREEFOLD
L2 VALIDATOR

THREEFOLD
L2 VALIDATOR

SECURE THE FULL 
ECOSYSTEM

 
100 NODES

THREEFOLD
L2 VALIDATOR



TECHNOLOGY + DAO

TFTECH

A hybrid approach to market

Is our software technology company which innovates 
decentralized cloud technology and is behind the development 

of the technology behind the ThreeFold Grid. 
TF Tech owns the Intellectual Property and  earns licenses fees 

on top of the ThreeFold’s Grid as well as 
using the technology for commercial projects.

TF Tech holds our IP and earns revenue 
from licenses on the TF Grid. 

ThreeFold Grid = a DAO

ThreeFold Foundation is the custodian of driving adoption, 
developing and driving the movement of the ThreeFold Grid. 

As a governance structure ThreeFold is a 
Decentralized Autonomous Organization. 

ThreeFold Grid: A DAO comprised of decentralized  storage, 
compute & .network infrastructures. 



HOW TO USE THIS MVG FOR GAIA-X ?
GOVERNANCE MODEL

OPTIONS

● CSPs welcome to join TFDAO 
○ 100 validator slots (requires staking of TFTs)
○ Applications are open

● If there is an interest, we’re open to create a ‘Structura-X’ DAO with own rules
○ With

■ Own tokenomics ? 
■ Token not to be considered as a ‘crypto’ token but a credit (‘Air Mile’ like)
■ If ‘Proof of Capacity’ not applicable, Zero-OS could also run on VM

○ Will take more time and effort



TOOLING

See also https://deploy-preview-24--mvg-hackathon-overview-deltadao.netlify.app/ 

https://deploy-preview-24--mvg-hackathon-overview-deltadao.netlify.app/


TF Grid Explorer

Links : 
https://explorer.threefold.io
https://explorerv3.grid.tf  
 

https://explorer.threefold.io
https://explorerv3.grid.tf


Wallet / Portal

https://library.threefold.me/info/manual/#/getstarted/manual__tfchain_portal_polkadot_widget

https://portal.grid.tf

https://library.threefold.me/info/manual/#/getstarted/manual__tfchain_portal_polkadot_widget
https://portal.grid.tf


Wallet / Portal

Portal : https://portal.grid.tf / https://portal.test.grid.tf

Catalogue: https://explorerv3.grid.tf / https://explorer.threefold.io/mainnet 

https://portal.grid.tf
https://portal.test.grid.tf
https://explorerv3.grid.tf
https://explorer.threefold.io/mainnet


Zero-OS Bootstrap

Bootstrap Zero-OS: https://bootstrap.grid.tf 

- Creates a personalised image of Zero-OS (using 
Farmer ID)

- To be used for booting the hardware infrastructure
- Zero-OS downloaded into memory

https://bootstrap.grid.tf


ThreeFold Connect App

Android : https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.jimber.threebotlogin&hl=en_US 
iOS :  https://apps.apple.com/us/app/3bot-login/id1459845885 

Including: 
- Decentralized 2FA authentication
- TFT Wallet
- Farm management 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.jimber.threebotlogin&hl=en_US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/3bot-login/id1459845885


Deploy workloads / Playground 

Links :
https://hub.grid.tf/ (signed workload generation) 
https://play.grid.tf (UI for deployment of workloads on TFGrid)
https://play.test.grid.tf
https://library.threefold.me/info/manual/#/manual__weblets_home (playground)
https://github.com/threefoldtech/terraform-provider-grid/tree/development/examples (Terraform scripts)

https://hub.grid.tf/
https://play.grid.tf
https://play.test.grid.tf
https://library.threefold.me/info/manual/#/manual__weblets_home
https://github.com/threefoldtech/terraform-provider-grid/tree/development/examples


ThreeFold Hub

Links :
https://hub.grid.tf/ 

Signed Workload Generation

https://hub.grid.tf/


Usage / Terraform Scripts

terraform {
  required_providers {
    grid = {
      source = "threefoldtech/grid"
…..

provider "grid" {
    mnemonics = "always borrow twenty negative call hundred ceiling leisure sunset enact feel frown"
    network = "test"
}
resource "grid_network" "net1" {
    nodes = [8, 5]
    ip_range = "10.1.0.0/16"
    name = "network"
    description = "newer network"
    add_wg_access = true
}
resource "grid_deployment" "d1" {
  node = 8
  network_name = grid_network.net1.name
  ip_range = lookup(grid_network.net1.nodes_ip_range, 8, "")
  vms {
    name = "vm1"
    flist = "https://hub.grid.tf/tf-official-apps/base:latest.flist"
    cpu = 1
#    publicip = true
    memory = 1024
    entrypoint = "/sbin/zinit init"
    env_vars = {
      SSH_KEY ="ssh-rsa AAAAB3Nza…<<part_deleted>>.7M6DFV john@RescuedMac"

}
  }
output "wg_config" {
    value = grid_network.net1.access_wg_config
}
output "node1_vm1_ip" {
    value = grid_deployment.d1.vms[0].ip
output "public_ip" {
    value = grid_deployment.d1.vms[0].computedip

1. Cloud to deploy to selection:

2. My decentralised identity

3. My private overlay network

4. My deployed application (here a VM)

5. My output definition 



TF Chain / Data model Implementation

Links : 
https://polkadot.js.org/apps/?rpc=wss%3A%2F%2Ftfchain.grid.tf#/explorer / https://graphql.grid.tf/graphql 
https://polkadot.js.org/apps/?rpc=wss%3A%2F%2Ftfchain.test.grid.tf#/explorer / https://graphql.test.grid.tf/graphql
API: https://gridproxy.dev.grid.tf/swagger/index.html  
 

https://polkadot.js.org/apps/?rpc=wss%3A%2F%2Ftfchain.grid.tf#/explorer
https://graphql.test.grid.tf/graphql
https://polkadot.js.org/apps/?rpc=wss%3A%2F%2Ftfchain.test.grid.tf#/explorer
https://graphql.test.grid.tf/graphql
https://gridproxy.dev.grid.tf/swagger/index.html


ANNEX



QUANTUM 
SAFE 

STORAGE 
ENGINE

Hercules 
Space Algorithm

Safe & Fast
Hacker Proof

Ultra Reliable
Low Overhead
Ultra Scalable

Self Healing

= abcdefghijk   (16 blocks)

How to visualize?

a+2b+c+d+e+f+g+h+i+j+k = 100
a-3b-c+d+e+f+g+h+i+j+k = 4
-a+b-4c+d+e+f+g+h+i+j+k = -8

… do this 20 times. Now remember these equations.

Any of the 16 equations allow you to calculate back the original.

Super Efficient: only 20% overhead
= 20x less overhead compared to classic systems

Efficient: Order of retrieval does not matter

Hacker proof: hacker needs to be on 16 locations 
physically + have encryption key before possible 
to reconstruct.

QUANTUM SAFE STORAGE 
ALGORYTHM



WIREGUARD BASED PRIVATE SUBNETWORK

ZOS IN SPAIN

ZOS IN FRANCE

ZOS IN GERMANY

ZOS Node

ZOS In BELGIUM

Internet 1
Germany

Internet 2
Belgium

100% separation between
where compute workloads are
and where services are exposed.

No TCP/UDP towards containers = more security

KUBERNETES

Container

VM

Container

Web GW

Web GW

DNS, HTTP, TCP, …

IPV4/6 

DNS, HTTP, TCP, …

IPV4/6

IPV6

RDMA socket

SECURE NETWORK BUILT INTO ZOS



● Overlay network which lives on top of the existing 
internet or other peer2peer networks created.

● In a network, everyone is connected to everyone.
● End-to-end encryption between users of an app and the 

app running behind the network wall.
Each user end network point = strongly authenticated & 
uniquely identified independent of network carrier used.

● No need for centralized firewall or vpn solutions, this is 
circle based networking security.

Benefits :
● finds shortest possible paths between peers
● Full security through end-to-end encrypted
● allows for peer2peer links like meshed wireless
● can survive broken internet links and re-route when needed
● resolves the shortage of IPV4 addresses

GLOBAL
PEER2PEER 
NETWORK



for more information 

THANK YOU!

www.threefold.io
Library.threefold.me

geert@threefold.tech 

http://www.threefold.io
https://library.threefold.me

